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The dictionary defines
publicity as
"information
with news
value issued
to gain public
attention or
support."
Publicity
affects all of
us each and every day of our lives,
through newsprint, television, radio,
magazines, even the computer. Publicity is a form of advertising, of letting
people know that you have something
of value to offer.
Most of those who read this newsletter each month belong to a local
stamp collecting club(s). And, most
clubs let their members know about
upcoming meetings by announcing
them in either a newsletter or schedule
of events. This can be taken one step
further by contacting your local newspaper to publish an announcement of
your meetings, placing fliers in public
places, using cable access channels to
list your activities, asking radio stations for possible air time, and especially by sending information to the
editor of Across the Fence Post so
it can be included in the "Club
News" section.
Many clubs sponsor an annual local
show. Publicity is especially important
for these events, as you are trying to
attract non-club members. In addition
to the means listed above, your show

publicity can be accomplished through
press releases to the philatelic weeklies
and by requesting a listing on their
show calender pages. The WFSC BLUE
BOOK includes a comprehensive guide
for show publicity.
ATFP can be used as your personal
publicity tool, too. You could submit
an article about your collecting interest
to not only draw attention to your
specialty, but to educate others at the
same time.
ATFP offers ad space to sell or
locate materials from other collectors
with similar interests.
You could use ATFP to request
information from other collectors
throughout the state. For example,
you 're conducting a census of how
many WFSC members collect Disney
stamps, or maybe you 're interested in
finding out the number of existing
covers that are franked with a
certain stamp during a particular
period of time.
You could also call attention to the
need for a club in your area or a specialty society. You could use ATFP as a
platform to learn if there's enough
interest to warrant the formation of
another society.
As you can see, publicity can be
used to your advantage in a number of
ways and it can be achieved through a
number of means. I hope this column
has given you some new avenues to
approach. I also hope it has given you
some ideas of how to use your WFSC
newsletter to its full advantage. ■
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WFSC Announcements
CALL FOR HALL OF FAME NOMINATIONS
Nominations are now being accepted for the 1996 Wisconsin Philatelic Hall
of Fame. The deadline is December 31, 1995. Qualifications required of
nominees are: (a) contributions of a purely local club nature shall not be the
sole reason for selection to the Hall of Fame; and (b) a deceased philatelist
may not be nominated or considered for selection until three years after his/
her death.
Send your nomination(s) together with a statement identifying the nominee, a short philatelic biography, and the reasons why that person should be
selected for the Wisconsin Philatelic Hall of Fame to: Karen L. Weigt, Secy.,
WFSC, 4184 Rose Ct. , Middleton, WI 53562-4339.
Only WFSC member clubs may submit nominations, and each nomination
must be seconded by two other member clubs. The nominating club is responsible for making arrangements with the seconding clubs to provide those
seconds. The nomination and seconds should be sent to the WFSC Secretary
in one mailing.
1995 COVER EXCHANGE PROGRAM
The WFSC will again sponsor the annual nationwide cover exchange program in which all stamp clubs, philatelic organizations, and individuals may
participate. This is an opportunity for clubs with leftover show, commemorative and first-day covers to reduce their inventory by exchanging them for
different covers that can be used as club auction items, door prizes or gifts .
The exchange program is being conducted in conjunction with National
Stamp Collecting Month in October. The exchange offer will expire October
31, with returns being made to participants by mid-November.
Participants must submit 10 all-alike covers and a large 55¢ SASE. In
exchange, eight different covers will be sent back. (The extra covers will be
used for the WFSC 's youth program.) Only unaddresscd cacheted covers
bearing either pictorial or first-day cancels will be accepted. A maximum of
20 covers can be submitted. The cover exchange program coordinator reserves the right to return covers considered unsatisfactory for exchange.
To participate, send your covers and a 55¢ SASE to: WFSC, P.O. Box
1451 , Waukesha, WI 53187.
(Announ cements continued on p. 3.)
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Editor's
Comments
Which of the following was never used
to carry mail?
(a) balloon
(b) zeppelin
(c) submarine
(d) dog sled
(e) none of the above
This question appeared in the
"Beginner's Only" online contest
described on p. 12, and I found it
somewhat intriguing. Why? First, I'm
not real sure of the correct answer.
Second, I began wondering why the
United States Transportation series
never included the balloon, zeppelin or
submarine, certainly more credible
subjects than for instance a popcorn
wagon or baby buggy.
One obvious element that ATFP is
sorely lacking is reader participation.
Perhaps the above will stimulate some
action. What is the correct answer?
What's your opinion regarding the
Transportation series ommissions?
Send me your responses to one or
both of these questions. Make them
brief or detailed. Maybe you'd even
like to include an illustration - a
photocopy of a cover carried by one of
these means. A full-blown article
would be welcome, too.
An.other hot topic for your comments is the Scott Publishing
Company's recent announcement that
future catalog values will be for stamps
graded VF, rather than the current FVF. How will this affect you as a
collector or dealer? What's your opinion of how it will affect the hobby?
These are all good questions for a
club discussion. I welcome such group
responses, too. Most importantly, let's
get that "Letters to the Editor" column
rolling! Share your knowledge with
others. Heed our "President's Message" to use ATFP to its fullest. Not all
forums require a computer, a modem
and online access to a bulletin board.
Our writers also appreciate your
input. On p. 8 you 'II find Hank
Schmidt's additional contribution to
this issue. He• s most anxious for your
reaction to this article. ■

Announcements

(cont'd)

WFSC FALL EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING -

NOVEMBER 4

President Greg Schmidt has called a meeting of the Executive Board for Saturday,
November 4. The meeting will be held at the Grand Seasons Hotel, Waupaca, WI.
Anyone who is interested is invited to attend and is extended the right of discussion, but only members of the Executive Board, specific appointees, and the chair
or appointed representative of a committee are permitted to vote. To be included
on the mailing list for specifics regarding the meeting, contact Karen Weigl,
Secy., WFSC, 4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562 - phone (608) 836-1509.

Club News
KIDS KOLLECT PROGRAM NEEDS STAMPS, SUPPLIES

To promote youth philately, the Lake County Philatelic Society (Gurnee, IL) is
implementing a Kids Kollect program at a local school. To get the program off the
ground, the club needs stamp collecting materials: stamps, albums, hinges, etc.
Send your donations of items to: LCPS , c/o Howard Shaughnessy, 6834 West
Monticello Ct., Gurnee, IL 60031-4036.
The Lake County Philatelic Society is a WFSC member club.

-u--u--u-u

WAUWATOSA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
PRESENTS

TOSAPEX'95
OCTOBER 28-29,1995
hours IO to 5

GONZAGA HALL
(1435 South 92nd )
Over 400 pages of exhibits

Cachet cover and special show cancel
Over 20 dealers
Postal station
Free admission
P.O. Box 13102-Wauwatosa.WI.53213
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ment for lots won at an annual stamps
bucks auction. It is up to each member
to keep track of how many bucks are
owed to them and to collect them from
the officer in charge. Stamp bucks are
paid on the following basis:

By WFSC Secy. Karen Weiat
4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI
There's no doubt that the computer
modem has made a significant positive
impact on our hobby. With all its
online capabilities and collector communication, though, it still can't replace the benefits of a physical
gathering of philatelists at a local
club meeting.
Why? Probably for some of the
same reasons that we visit our family
and friends even though we've talked
with them over the phone five times in
the past week; probably why movie
theaters still thrive when most homes
have at least one VCR. Even stamp
collectors who often are characterized
as being somewhat introverted are, by
nature, social beings. As such, the
passive traits of .the telephone, VCR,
and computer screen cannot satisfy
our need for face-to-face and societal interactions.
Stamp collecting, too? is an extremely visual hobby, and there' s
nothing like seeing the real thing as
compared to a photo or a scanned
imagine on a screen. Within our print
media we can find an abundance of
superb reproductions of philatelic
rarities. Why then do we rush to see
these items when they appear on
display at a stamp show.
Although we're cautioned not to
actually touch our philatelic treasures,
we derive pleasure from holding and
manipulating them with our hobby
tools. Again, this involves genuine
philatelic items and knowledge about
proper manipulation techniques. We
can gain much of that knowledge by
reading and even by posting questions
on an online bulletin board or participating in an online conference. Learning stamp collecting techniques, however, is more efficiently accomplished
when we can practice them under the
watchful eye of someone who is
more experienced.
Sure, we can order stamps by mail
and we can buy, sell, and trade online.
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What's lacking here, however, is the
instant gratification of talcing possession of that latest acquisition, something we enjoy during those buy/selV
trade stamp club sessions.
Will local stamp club meetings fall
by the wayside with the increasing
accessibility to cyberspace? I think not.
What others are doing

If you've never seen Ken
Lawrence's renowned The Sun Never
Sets on Mickey Mouse: Walt Disney's
Worldwide Empire exhibit, get over to
the Waukesha Public Library on Saturday, October 14. As part of an October
National Stamp Collecting Month
promotion, the Waukesha County
Philatelic Society and the area Postal
Customer Advisory Council arranged
to have the exhibit shipped to the
library for display. Lawrence's exhibit
is, indeed, a clever tie-in to this year's
NSCM "Toon into Stamps" theme.
Members of the WCPS also will provide stamp collecting demonstrations
and hands-on activities for kids .
On November 1, the North Shore
Philatelic Society (Milwaukee) will
hold its annual public auction. The
event will be held in the club's usual
meeting hall at the Whitefish Bay
Department of Community Services,
5205 N. Lydell Ave., Whitefish Bay.
Lots may be viewed at 7 p.m., a half
hour prior to the start of the auction.
At their August meeting, members
of the Northwoods Philatelic Society
(Iron Mountain, MI) made purchases
from approximately $6,000 worth of
stamps ~c.eived in the club's first
America1i'ihilatelic Society circuit
book mailing. NPS will continue to
receive the books every other month. A
club auction is held at alternate
monthly meetings.
The Wauwatosa Philatelic Society
recently reminded members of its
Stamp Bucks program . Members earn
stamp bucks that can be used as pay-

5 - per meeting attended
2- for bringing any items to an
auction
5 -per committee/officer-called
meeting attendance
2- for a door prize donation
5 - for an hour at the TOS~EX table,
or club work
2-for attendance with a guest
5 - when your guest joins the club
10- giving a short talk of interest
10- writing a short article for the
newsletter
5 - bringing refreshments to a meeting
or social
10- serving as a director
10 - reading a prepared program script
15 - serving as auctioneer at the club
auction (5 for mini-auctions)
15-serving as a club officer
25 - per year for serving as president
25 - presenting an original program
at a club meeting

The Oshkosh Philatelic Society has
its act together with a full pre-planned
1995-96 meeting program schedule.
You might consider some of these
programs for your club. Or, if you're in
the area, you could drop in for a visit.
Sept. 5 - Pick 'n' Poke Mixture
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

19 316 7-

Dec. 5 Jan. 2Jan. 15 Feb. 6 Feb. 19Mar. 5 Mar. 18Apr. 2 Apr. 15 May

7-

Computers in Philately
Bring a Stamp Story
Auction
APS Slide Show "In Violation of the Rules"
Philatelic Grab and Trade
Linn' s Stamp Popularity
Contest
Traveling with Jim Ryan
Auction
WFSC Trivia Contest
APS Slide Show "More In
Violation of the Rules"
Dealer Phil McCormick
Philatelic Round Table
Members' One-page Exhibit
Lindberg Remembered

OPS meetings begin at 7 p.m. at the
Oshkosh Post Office Building (northeast entrance), 1025 W. 20th Ave.,
Oshkosh. A members' swap meet is
held prior to each meeting at 6:30 p.m.

By Hank Schmidt, Box 6. Winne,baQD, WI 54985-0006
Mbr,, Oshkosh Philatelic Society

Fir
Sp

over Collecting:
or in Passing

There's an area of first-day cover
collecting that contains a great deal
more controversy than most FDC
collectors are willing to admit I'm
speaking of hand-painted and handcolored cacheted first-day covers.
Before I go any further, I should
explain that a hand-painted cachet is
one that is completely hand drawn and
colored with some media such as
colored pencils and/or watercolorbased pens, etc. The hand-colored
cachet is usually a printed design or
picture that is colored with colored
pens or pencils.
This area of FDC collecting offers
some breathtaking art at heart-stopping
prices, as well as some very nice items
at moderate prices. A few years ago, I
had the opportunity to view a collection of hand-painted FDCs that was
truly extraordinary. I have no idea how
much money had been invested in this
collection, or what its current market
value might be. All things considered,
it was a pure pleasure to see this collection, one that I will remember for a
long time.
If this is something that is of intense
interest to you, then it is a must for you
to indulge your collecting passion.
Your right to collect what interests you
should never be criticized. I will try,
however, to relate some precautions
and make some recommendations in
this collecting area.
Along with the area of handpainted/colored cachets, are overall
cachets, in which the entire face of the
cover is involved in the cachet. The
franking may or may not be in its usual
place in the upper right-hand comer of
the cover. The cancel also may not be
the usual first-day cancel, but may be
the solitary bull's-eye from the firstday city or another city that may have
a name that is significant to the subject
matter of the stamp.

All of these innovations do serve to
increase the interest in this area of FDC
collecting. The downside, however, is
that covers executed in such a manner
may not be considered to be pieces of
mail and, therefore, may not be eligible for judging at some philatelic
exhibitions. You may run into this
problem if the exhibit is at a show that
has only a few FDC exhibits. Often the
judges at such shows have very little
interest in first-day covers and may not
consider them to be legitimate philatelic material.
The popularity of handcrafted
cachets has been noticed by the artistic
community. As a result, the cover
collector has seen a huge influx of
would-be artists come into the
cachetmaking field. This influx has
caused the production of a great deal of
hand-painted/colored cachets that can
be very expensive. It is not uncommon
to see a cachet for a recently issued
stamp to be priced at $50 to $70 per
item. A great deal of time and effort
goes into this type of cachet. Consequently, the cachetmaker has to com-

mand the ultrahigh fees for his/her
work.
Although the number of handcrafted
cachets of a given cachetmaker may be
only a few dozen at the most. the
appreciation rate has been unremarkable because of the large number of
artists doing this type of work.
If you are interested in starting a
collection of handcrafted FDCs, I
suggest that you establish accounts
with cachetmakers who are well established in their field and entered it
sometime before the modem influx of
neophytes. Two cachetmakers that I
would recommend are HAM Cachets,
produced by Lois Hamilton, and
Collins Cachets, produced by Fred
Collins. Collins began his
cachetmaking career in 1978, and
Hamilton began in 1974 using the
signature of "L.H." Their productions
usually carry a price tag of $20 to $_3 0
per item, with many of their covers
appreciating to $ 100+.
For a more precise profile of what's
available in handcrafted cachets, I
suggest that you consult with a dealer
who specializes in FDCs. I have found
Lee James of Lee's F.D.C.'s, located
in Combined Locks, WI, to be very
helpful in this area, as well as in many
other aspects of FDC collecting. He is a
good teacher and an honest and ethical
dealer.
There, you have my comment.
Now, what is your comment? ■

In God._ Trualed
·And The,e Was A Beginning
Chriltmu·t7n

FIRST DAY OF ISSUE

In God May We Trust
And The Beginning Shall Continue
Christmas 1977

.... ,

handcrafted cachet on a first-day cover
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Bv w1scoPEx '96 Committee, Waukesha County Philatelic Society

New Display Class of
Exhibits at WISCOPEX '96
Have you ever contemplated entering
the exhibiting arena but were put off
by the rules that govern competitive
exhibiting? If so, the new Display
Class of exhibiting may be for you!
WISCOPEX ' 96, hosted by the
Waukesha County Philatelic Society,
will introduce this new classification
to their prospectus. Some of you may
already be familiar with this terminology as this new classification has
also been proposed for use at national-level shows.
The idea was originally proposed
to the American Philatelic Society
Board of Directors by John Hotchner.
(It was published in the June 1995
issue of The American Philatelist.)
As Hotchner stated, "The object is
not to replace competitive exhibiting
as we know it but to open up the
process of welcoming and rewarding
exhibitors who want to participate
without the pressures of big-time
'mug hunting."'
Hotchner goes on to identify the
positive benefits of the new Display
Class explaining it will:
" (1) increase ~e level of creativity and experimentation with regard
to subject selection, exhibit preparation, and judging;
(2) provide a section of each
show that will be more attractive to
the casual viewer, including noncollectors, thus increasing the entertainment value of the exhibition; and
(3) introduce new people to the
fun of exhibiting, including some
who might not have tried previously
even though they have the enthusiasm and talent to develop into competent national-level exhibitors and
j udges."
The Waukesha County Philatelic
Society believes the same positive
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benefits could be applied to local,
regional, and state shows. Last July,
interested Wisconsin Federation of
Stamp Clubs' members concerned
about the future of exhibiting and
judging in our state, met immediately
prior to the WFSC Executive Board
meeting held in Fond du Lac. One of
the outcomes was a proposal to list the
new Display Class on the WISCOPEX
'96 prospectus. The proposal was then
approved by the Executive Board.
As this is the first implementation
for this new classification, there will
undoubtedly be some modifications
made in the future. The Waukesha
County Philatelic Society has not
finalized the criteria and seeks input
from WFSC members interested in this
type of exhibiting described as follows:
Name - Display Class to signify
that the purpose of the new classification is to show off the hobby.
Show Participation - The new
class of exhibit will be initiated at
WISCOPEX '96. It is hoped that it
will become a class of exhibiting at
all future WISCOPEXes.
Frames - One to a maximum of
five 16-page frames per display. A
nominal frame fee, yet to be determined, will offset the expected expenses for clubs having to rent
frames.
Judging - The Waukesha County
Philatelic Society is particularly
interested in receiving your opinion
on this matter. Three options are
being considered:
(1) non-competitive with no
judging at all;
(2) judged by the public with a
''Most Popular" or "People's
Choice" type of award; or
(3) judged by a locally appointed
panel of no more than three non-

participating collectors of which
only one may be an accredited
judge. (If the last option is deemed
most desirable by WFSC members,
judging criteria will have to be
developed and will be included in
future WISCOPEX '96 show information. This will also affect the
number and type of awards presented.)
Tell me more, you say? Again,
using quotes from Hotchner's proposal, the Display Class exhibit
should have a story line with the
supporting material displayed in a
logical and well-developed presentation. The object is to create "an
interesting, unusual, and attractive
display that will appeal to the general
public .... The material shown should
be of general interest and have eye
appeal. Up to a third of the material
may be non-philatelic: post card
fronts, pictures, maps, non-philatelic
illustrations, and so forth. Displays
may be made up entirely of quasiphilatelic material such as cinderellas
and cachet/comer cards. Any type or
category of philately may be shown."
One concern of many exhibitors is
the emphasis placed on the value and
scarcity of material in competitive
exhibits. In the Display Class, "neither value nor scarcity of material
shall be considered." Condition of
your material? 'The condition of the
material need not be perfect but
should be 'Fine' in the context of the
material being shown .... The information presented in the display, whether
philatelic or non-philatelic, should be
accurate."
Your display should be neat and
attractively presented. Unlike competitive exhibits, color may be used
on your pages or in your text As you
can see, there is much more flexibility in the Display Class of exhibiting.
The new category will not decrease the level of competition
among those who choose to compete
under the classic rules. It would not
directly compete with exhibits in
those categories, but rather would

create a category that is judged by a
less financially driven set of rules, or
if preferred by Federation members,
not judged at all.
The WISCOPEX '96 Committee
would like to have your input. Write
to us with your ideas and/or suggestions. The committee will take into
account all opinions received by
December 1, 1995. Write to either:
Bob Mather, S56-W29562 Roanoke
Drive, Waukesha, WI 53188, or to:
MaryAnn Bowman, P.O. Box 1451_,
Waukesha, WI 53187.
We await your thoughts. ■

THE WAY WE WEA'£ (AR£) ___

Reprinted
from the
Newsletter of
the Clermont
County
(Ohio)
Stamp Club,
Vol. 4, No. 1,
Jan .-Feb.
1995.

By Steve Lanakau. Oshkosh
Philatelic Society

On Wisconsin
In 1998, the Badger State celebrates
its 150th anniversary of statehood.
As a prelude to the occasion, this
column regularly features a stamp,
or other postal item, and story
pertaining to the state of Wisconsin.

Harry and
Ray Aitken
(brothers), of
Waukesha,
WI, became
Hollywood
and New
York film
producers
between
1905 and
U.S. Scott #2826
1920. They
produced over 2,500 silent films,
including the Keystone Kops
comedy series. They also produced
the greatest of all silent pictures
(an unprecedented seven reels)
titled "Birth of a Nation," with
D.W. Griffith directing. The
brothers returned to Waukesha in
1920 to raise cattle.
Some other film stars born in
Wisconsin were: Fredrick March,
Racine; Spencer Tracy and Pat
O'Brian, Milwaukee; Don Ameche
and Orson Wells, Kenosha; and
Fred MacMurray spent his boyhood in .Wisconsin. Carl Laemmle,
of Oshkosh, was one of the
founders of Universal Studios. ■

By Greaa Greenwald. 240 z Bluebird Ct,, Marshfield. WI 54449-38128
Mbr.. central Wisconsin Stamp Club

U.S. Varieties Clearinghouse
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Multiple formats, and multiple varieties
within these formats, have been released for the 32c "Flag over... " designs. Scott has released catalog numbers for the stamps, so let's see what is
currently available. (Note: all are Flag
over Porch design except Scott #2919.)

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:•.•:•:•:•:::::

Please direct comments/questions to me at the address shown above. If a response is requested, please include a SASE. ■
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Bv Hank Schmidt. Oshkosh Philatelic Society

•W isco nsin Terc ente nary
Commemorated on a Stamp
On July 7, 1934, the U.S. Post Office
Department issued a stamp in Green
Bay, WI, to commemorate the arrival
of the French explorer Jean Nicolet.
Nicolet landed on the shore~ of the
Green Bay in an area that is currently
called Red Banlcs.
The stamp is Scott Catalog #739. Its
color is deep violet, and it was produced with printing plate numbers
21238 and 21245. Victor S.
McCloskey Jr. designed the stamp,
which features Edwin Willard
Deming's painting titled ''The Wisconsin Landing of Jean Nicolet."
The Post Office Department reported that 130,000 first-day covers
were canceled for this issue. So-called
second-day cancels were applied in
Washington, D.C. It has been said that
covers with the second-day cancel are
much more scarce than those with the
actual first-day cancel. Since the firstday cancels, however, are considerably
more popular, the second-days often
sell for 50 to 75 percent less the firstdays. The Planty Catalog lists 26
different cachets for this issue. I'm
sure many · more have been discovered since 1978, when the catalog
was published.
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The Wisconsin Tercentenary stamp
was released during a summer-long
celebration in Green Bay, which is
considered by most historians to be the
oldest continuous settlement in Wisconsin. Green Bay, therefore, was the
most fitting site for the stamp's debut.
The celebration itself, while considered
a financial failure, was a success as a
morale booster for the citizens of
Green Bay, who were caught up in the
midst of the Great Depression.
The celebration ended on Labor
Day, September 3, 1934, after a visit
from then President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Roosevelt presented a
speech on Bay Beach (a bayside
amusement park just north of Green
Bay) about his current political policies. He also gave a well-executed
verbal tribute to Jean Nicolet.
It is interesting to note that the
painting depicted on the Wisconsin
Tercentenary issue and its sister stamp,
Scott #755, now resides at the State
Historical Society of Wisconsin, in
Madison. The painting was commissioned by Robert McCormack, an early
president of the State Historical Society and an executive of the
Weyerhaeuser Company.

Accepting the commission was
artist Edwin Willard Deming, noted for
his Western and frontier scenes of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries.
"The Wisconsin Landing of Jean
Nicolet" painting was completed in
1904. Deming (1860-1942) also did
another painting titled "The Defeat of
General Braddock," which additionally
resides at the State Historical Society
Museum and was commissioned by
Robert McCormack. No other Deming
paintings are in the museum's collection because shortly after these two
commissions were completed, the
Weyerhaeuser Company moved most
of its operation to the West Coast,
taking McCormack with it.
Of further interest is that a sketch of
the Deming painting of Jean Nicolet's
landing is on display at the Brown
County Library in Green Bay. This
sketch is said to be uncensored in that
one of the Indian women pictured in
the art exhibits top nudity. This partially nude figure does not appear in
the finished painting nor on the stamp.
A staff member at the Brown County
Library describes the sketch as more of
a finished painting rather than just a
sketch. (An artist's sketch might be
described as a blueprint for the finished
artwork, or a model of what is to be.)
Jean Nicolet was an agent of
Samuel de Champlain, the commandant of New France (the modem-day
Canadian province of Quebec), who
was sent on a mission to find a convenient route to the Orient. This assignment took Nicolet to the shores of
Green Bay at Red Banlcs in 1634.
Nicolet expected to meet an Oriental
potentate, thus he is pictured in the
Deming painting as wearing an ornate
Oriental robe and firing a salute with
two pistols. Believing that he had
found a new route to the Orient,
Nicolet returned to Quebec to report
his supposed finding.
While on another mission near
Silery, Quebec, Nicolet drowned on
October 27, 1642, when his canoe
overturned in a storm. ■

By WFSC VP Youth Division MaeyAnn Bowman

Joinin with Juniors
Having stamp fun with new
issues - Part VII

"Toon into Stamps" is the theme for
the 1995 U.S. Postal Service October
National Stamp Collecting Month
campaign. Twenty different commemorative stamps featuring favorite
comic strip characters will draw attention to the 100th anniversary of the
American comic strip.
Kids love cartoons and comic strips.
As adults, we know and understand the
difference between the two
art forms. For the
sake of this article,
however, the idea of
cartoons and comic
strips will be assumed
to be one in the same
and used interchangeably.
The U.S. Postal Service has released
a kit to help in the promotion of
NSCM. If you have not received the kit,
it is available through your local
postmaster. Each kit contains a booklet
of promotional ideas as well as a
colorful poster. The kit provides some
useful ideas to help you get started including ideas for a Halloween stamp
scavenger hunt and a haunted house
mailbox contest.
Here are three different cartoonrelated activities that will help put the
"phun" back into philately for your
youth:
(1) Create a new "stamp" cartoon
character - Some of you may be
familiar with the characters Natalie
Philately and Stan the Answer Man stamp cartoon character representatives
of the now defunct USPS Ben Franklin
Stamp Clubs. The Canadian's Stamp
Traveller's Club (for youth) has "Perf,"
a collector whose upper head resembles the perforations of a stamp,
Have youth design a new cartoon
character that somehow embodies
(personifies) a youthful stamp collector. Draw the character and give
it a name.

(2) Talking stamps - Try a "Talking Stamps" contest. It's easy!! Each
child will need one stamp (any stamp
of his/her choice), a 4" by 6" white file
card, hinges or a stamp mount, a
writing instrument (pen, pencil, or
marker), and a creative fun-loving
mind. Write a humorous caption. The
caption may or may not be related to
stamps and stamp collecting.

(3) Stamp scene - Artists may
enjoy the challenge of creating a scene
around a stamp design. Each child
chooses a stamp and mounts it anywhere on a piece of paper. They must
design a background around the stamp
so it appears as if the stamp is one

small but integral part of the rest of the
drawing. Captions are optional. For
example, a stamp depicting a goldfish
might be hinged onto the paper. By
adding artwork such as drawing a fish
bowl around the goldfish and adding a
greedy cat whose paws are dangling in
bowl water, you have
the fish
completed the scene and
drawn a cartoon.
I would be remiss
in not telling you
~
•
that the USPS is also
issuing a StamPage
activity in the form of a rebus kids love to solve those types of
puzzles.
In addition, the American Philatelic
Society had at STAMPSHOW '95, a
colorful comic book titled Stamp Trek
that would be very appealing to kids.
For more information about Stamp
Trek, contact APS, P.O. Box 8000-C,
State College, PA 16803-8000. ■

Youth Stamp Collecting Ideas
Exchange Offer
The Youth Activities Committee of
the American Philatelic Society is
sponsoring a nationwide youth stamp
collecting ideas exchange program.
All club leaders, teachers, and other
adults working with youth are welcome to participate. The program is
being conducted during the early fall
months so participants will be able
to return to their clubs and classes
this winter with new ideas.
Participants must submit a minjmwn. of one reproducible, noncopyrighted youth stamp collecting
idea, activity, program, work sheet,
etc. (e.g., mini-album, scavenger
hunt, word search, game or other
useful youth program). Submit one
clean copy of each page. Additional
pages of materials are welcome. All

program participants must also
enclose a No. 10 (business-size)
SASE. Deadline for submissions is

October 31, 1995.
By November 15, SASEs will be
returned with an enclosed listing and
description of all materials received.
Participants can then order copies of
any or all of those materials. There
will be a minimal fee to cover copying and mailing costs. Orders will be
filled by December 15, 1995.
The youth stamp collecting ideas
exchange program coordinator reserves the right to return material
considered unsatisfactory for exchange. Submit your ideas to:
Mary Ann Bowman, YAC Project
Coordinator, P.O. Box 1451,
Waukesha, WI 53187.
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Show Calendar and Registry
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List your show, bourse, auction or event
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for WFSC member-club shows - classlfled rates for
non-members and all other events

I

October 7

Oct. 28 - 29

Nov. 11 - 12

DANEPEX '95

TOSAPEX '95

FALL COIN & STAMP SHOW

Badger Stamp Club
Holiday Inn Southeast, I-90 & Hwy.
12/18 (Exit 142B), Madison
(Contact: Karen Weigt, 4184 Rose Ct,
Middleton, WI 53562)

Wauwatosa Philatelic Society
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall
1435 So. 92nd St., West Allis
(Contact: WPS, P.O. Box 13102,
Wausatosa, WI 53213)

Kettle Moraine Coin and Stamp Club
Paradise Mall
1400 So. Main St., West Bend
(Contact: Bill Yankus, P.O. Box 251,
West Bend, WI 53095-0251)

Feb. 11, 1996

Feb. 17, 1996

Feb. 17 - 18, 1996

CENWISPEX '96

37th ANNUAL EXHIBITION
ANDBOURSE

STAMP SHOW '96

Central Wisconsin Stamp Club
Elk's Club, 1132 Clark St.
Stevens Point
(Contact: CENWISPEX '96, Box 1122,
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495)

Janesville Stamp Club, Craig Center,
Fairgrounds, Janesvilie
(Contact: Val Cook, 1604 So. Crosby,
Janesville, WI 53546 - phone
(608) 754-6497)

May 4 - 5, 1996

ATFP DISPLAY AD RATES
Ad Category
A
B
C
D
E
F

-

(full page)
(½ page)

(large 1/• page)
(medium 1/• page)
(1/s page)
(econo-ad)
G - (commercial back page)
Preprinted Insert Ads

Ad Dimensions
(width x height)
71/4''
71/4''
4¼"
43/4°'
2¼"
21/4''
71/4''

91/z"
43/4"
X 6"
X 3¼"
X

X

X 33/◄"
X
X

23/4°'
91/z"

Commercial WFSC Club 20%
Qiscount Rates
Rates
$40.00
$25.00
$19.50
$14.00
$ 7.00
$ 3.50
$55.00
POR

Kenosha Stamp and Cover Club
St. Mark's Auditorium
7202 Sheridan Rd., Kenosha
(Contact: Dennis Mueller, 7620 - 10th
Ave., Kenosha, WI 53143)

$32.00
$20.00
$15.60
$11.20
$ 5.60
$ 2.80

WISCOPEX '96
hosted by Waukesha County Phil. Soc.
Olympia Resort and Conference
Center, Oconomowoc, WI (Contact:
Robert J. Mather, S56-W29562
Roanoke Dr., Waukesha, WI 53188)

FREE MAIL-BID
SAI,E

Rates and dimensions are for either camera-ready or non-camera-ready copy and payment
with order (checks payable to WFSC). Deadline 1st of the month preceding month of issue.
Send to: Karen Weigl, ATFP, 4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562 - (608) 836-1509.

CATALOG
1000 LOTS EVERY

4-6

WEEKS, US & WORLD WIDE

Last Call for Christmas/H olida~;it

Ads - Due November 1!

~-

The December issue of ATFP will include one full-page Christmas/~(
Holiday ad. For just $7.50, we'll list your name as a sponsor of this
page. We invite all clubs, dealers, individuals, etc., to participate.
Support this newsletter! Send your $7.50 together with how you
want your name listed to: Karen Weigl, Interim Editor, ATFP, 4184
Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562. Make checks payable to WFSC.
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ALMAJO STAMPS
P.O. BOX 45
WEYERHAEUSER. WI
54895-0045
Member: APS, ATA, BIA, GPS,
WVPS, ETC.
Store: 222 4th St. Phone: 715-353-2919

We Buy Collections
and Accumulations!

av Robert J. Mather
Waukesha Countv Philatelic Society

Who's
Who
in the WFSC
Member:
Dan Undersander
I had the pleasure of chatting with
Dan Undersander, a member of the
Badger Stamp Club, and also a
member of the WFSC Committee on
Exhibitions. Dan joined the Badger
Stamp Club approximately seven
years ago, when he moved to Wisconsin from South Carolina.
He has been married to his wife,
Pam, for 17 years and they have one
daughter, Erin. They live in the city
of Madison, and Dan says he is the
only one in the family who is interested in stamps. He is just a youngster in the hobby compared to many
of us, as he is only 43 years old.
Dan is a forage agronomist working for the University of Wisconsin.
Prior to coming to Wisconsin, he did
the same thing at Clemson University and prior to that, at Texas A&M
University. He states that there are
probably less than 200 people in the
country doing what he does. In
addition to providing information to
farmers, his expertise is turning more
and more to such things as erosion
control and water quality, which
have a direct link to gocxl forage
practices.
His job involves a lot of traveling
around the country, and especially
within the state of Wisconsin and the
upper Midwest. He gives talks to
groups about forage matters, govern-

states that less than 1 percent of some
issues of the Liberty series are
tagged, yet it is possible to find those
tagged stamps in any mixture.
Dan loves to read and, because of
this, his philatelic literature gets a lot
of use. He does some gardening and
landscaping. Since his neighbors all
know that he is an agronomist, he
feels he better keep the yard looking
gocxl. He enjoys walking around with
a pruning shears
and giving a snip
"He has not won any top awards. Perhaps this
here and a snip
Is because he prefers to exhibit what he feels
there. Additionally, Dan and his
people want to see, rather than what judges
wife enjoy ballwant to see."
room dancing something this
He collects only United States
writer can relate to.
stamps and his special interests are in
Dan is a member of several other
philatelic societies: the American
the technical aspects of stamp producPhilatelic Society, the Bureau Issues
tion, gum types, perforations, tagging
Association, U.S. Philatelic Classics
varieties, etc. He additionally collects
Society, United Postal Stationery
postal stationery and philatelic literaSociety, Wisconsin Postal History
ture. Dan estimates that he has about
Society, Canal Zone Study Group,
400 volumes of philatelic literature.
and
the Perfin Society.
Dan has exhibited at the Badger
When
asked for some words of
Stamp Club' s annual local show. He
wisdom
for
other collectors, Dan
has exhibited his collections of United
stated, "It is important to keep it fun .
States postal stationery errors and
Define an area that you wish to
stamp varieties. He has not won any
collect and don't worry about what
top awards. Perhaps this is because he
others collect. Don't confuse the idea
prefers to exhibit what he feels people
of
having fun with one of making
want to see, rather than what judges
money on the hobby."
want to see.
With an attitude such as this, we
An old box of "junk" from a
suspect that Dan will have many
dealer' s table often can yield the items
years of enjoyment in the hobby. We
that Dan searches for, and usually at a
modest price. As an example, Dan
wish him all the best. ■

ment regulations and how to deal with
them, etc.
Dan began collecting stamps during
his high school years, but he is not sure
just what got him started. That was the
5¢ first-class postage era and he believes that some of the designs of that
era just caught his eye. He put the
collection aside through college and
graduate school, but took up the hobby
again about 15 years ago.
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From Cyberspace
The following article was found in CompuServe's Stamps
and Covers Library and is reprinted with permission of the
author, who writes a weekly "Stamps" column for The Flint
(MI) Journal. This article appeared in the Sunday, June 25,
1995, edition of that publication.

By Gene Mierze,iewski, The Flint
Journal 200 E, First St,, Flint, Mt
~

If you didn't know better, you'd think
computer networks were a foe, not a
friend, of stamp collecting. After all, email users not only can keep tabs on
correspondents around the world in a
virtual twinkle these days, but they
also can include graphic elements
and some software programs in their
messages.
This, of course, bodes ill for the
postal agencies - those often-maligned purveyors of "snail mail"
which, not incidentally, are responsible
for the gummed bits of paper that make
stamp collectors go ga-ga.
But speed alone has never been the
key factor in personal communications.
Otherwise, the telephone, radio and
television would have sent the postage
stamp to Buggy Whip Heaven long
ago. And there's something about a
letter found in the mailbox that's far
more comforting than a flimsy fax or
ephemeral words written on a computer screen.
Yes, the death of "real" mail service
lies far ahead of us, ;ind stamps probably will survive the day when every
home has an address on the Information Superhighway. For the time being,
though, stamp collectors should learn
to love, not fear, the computer.
Collectors can feel awfully lonely in
places where organized philately and
full-service stamp shops are a thing of
the past You might know a few other
collectors or subscribe to a stamp
publication, but the camaraderie found
in a thriving club is missing.
All that changes, however, if you
have a computer equipped with a
modem. Suddenly, you can meet
collectors from all over the world,
swapping stories and information about
your passion.
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Folks who subscribe to commercial
on-line services and others with access
to the Internet can find a bulletin board
devoted to stamp collecting at
"rec.collectstamps," a Usenet news
group.
Just about anybody from anywhere
can pop up here - a college student
from the Philippines, an engineer from
Hungary or factory worker from South
Africa - and ask questions about
stamps, provide information or offer
collections for sale.
The Usenet custom of "flaming" responding to messages with vulgar,
abusive vitriol - does not seem to
have taken hold in this news group;
during the times I have monitored it, I
saw no messages that would be inappropriate for the youngest child.
But while rec.collect.stamps works
well as a bulletin board, it does not
offer the interaction that many collectors crave. (Other sites for stamp
oollectors are on the World Wide Web,
the fast-growing graphics network on
the Internet, but my modem is not fast
enough to explore them.)
In the past year, I've tried two online services, American Online and
CompuServe. Although stamp collectors were MIA on AOL, they were
found in abundance on CompuServe.
A good-hearted, sometimes rowdy,
always amusing crew, the collectors
have established quite a community on
CompuServe.
Like the Usenet group, the
CompuServe stamp collecting section
in the Collectibles Forum boasts a
bulletin board. This board, however, is
far livelier.
If someone asks how to sell dear old
granddad's collection, the chances are
an answer will be posted within hours.
(Like true stampers, most urge the new
owners to give collecting a try themselves before selling the stamps.) Other
questions are answered in similar

speedy fashion, thanks in no small part
to section leader Dudley Bauerlein, a
Florida collector.
And there is a give-and-take not
found in Usenet. Discussions about
various forms of collecting and stamp
supplies can proceed for days, with
dozens of interested parties speaking
their minds. Fun, too, are the arguments that occasionally occur during
such controversies as the United
S~tes' decision not to release a stamp
marking the 50th anniversary of the
atom bomb.
But CompuServe offers more than a
bulletin board. Dick Bland, a South
Carolina stamp dealer, is the host of a
nightly conference at 10 p.m. EST that
is the next best thing to a stamp club
meeting. Members of the Stamp Den
gather in a conference room to exchange information, help newcomers,
arrange trades or just plain gossip.
Also unique to CompuServe are
twice-monthly auctions. Mike
Timmons, a New Yorker who's the
assistant section leader, is in charge of
the United States auction, while Ron
McPhail of Winnipeg, Manitoba, runs
the auction of worldwide stamps. The
stamps are offered by members at
designated minimum bids; the winning
buyers make arrangements with the
sellers to complete the transaction. ■

By ATFP Interim Editor
Karen Weiat

Online Contests
In addition to the activities described in Mierzejewski's column,
periodic contests (with prizes) also
appear in CompuServe's Stamps
and Covers section. They usually
are in the form of questions related
to scanned stamp images that are
placed in the section library. Each
question is assigned a point value
relative to its difficulty. Entries are
sent by e-mail to the contest coordinator and the winner of each
contest is the entrant with the
highest score.
The first "Beginner's Only"
contest appeared in September. It
consisted of 20 true/false, multiple
choice and matching questions. ■

